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COMPENDIUM 207206 Torasen

Innovation Underpinned By Beauty
Senator designs and manufactures the best 
tech-driven office furniture out there for 
innovative workspaces. This includes task 
seating, multi-purpose seating and table 
systems. 

The Senator ethos is founded on 
understanding the workplace in all its 
variations, and how people use and occupy 
the space. 

To stay ahead of  these ever-evolving 
dynamics, we combine our own knowledge 
with the insights of  workplace consultants, 
academics and analysts. The results of  this 
approach can be seen in our solutions all 
over the world.

They have multiple product ranges 
within Torasen’s portfolio, each offers its 
own individual style that complement 
each other to create an extensive range 
of collections to choose from. Whatever 
your project, whatever your style and 
whatever your need, you’ll find the 
solution within this portfolio.

TO EMPOWER 
ORGANISATIONS 
TO CREATE BRILLIANT 
WORKING ENVIRONMENTS 
THROUGH SMARTER DESIGN.
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COMPENDIUM 209208 Task Seating

Height adjustable arms with headrest  
ZU714HA - Synchronised  mechanism 

Fold down arms with headrest 
ZU714FDA - Synchronised  mechanism 

No arms with headrest 
ZU714 - Synchronised  mechanism 

No arms 
ZU704 - Synchronised  mechanism 

Fold down arms 
ZU704FDA - Synchronised  mechanism 

Height adjustable arms  
ZU704HA - Synchronised  mechanism 

The range

Zeus is a contemporary task 
seating range, delivering a fresh 
aesthetic with a stylish mesh back 
available in a range of colours to 

it ode n o fice en i on ent  

ZEUS



COMPENDIUM 211210 Task Seating

The range The range

No arms 
M300 - Standard mechanism 

Fold down arms 
M300FDA - Standard mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
M300HA - Standard mechanism 

No arms 
M500 - Standard mechanism 

Fold down arms 
M500FDA - Standard mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
M500HA - Standard mechanism 

METEOR
With a contemporary angular 
appearance, Meteor is a  
stylish new addition to our  
seating portfolio, designed  
for all day comfort.  
 
Meteor is a hardworking,  
versatile task chair delivering 
simple functionality with  
multiple mechanism and arm 
options available.

METEOR MESH
Guaranteed to provide a 
conte o a y eel to any o fice 
environment, Meteor Mesh delivers 
the same high performance  
as the Meteor range.  
 
The addition of a breathable 
mesh back, available in a variety 
of colour choices, creates a 
clean and modern styling that 
enables users to stay comfortable 
throughout the day and 
discourages fatigue.



COMPENDIUM 213212 Task Seating

The range The range

No arms 
Medium back 
M20 - Standard mechanism 

No arms 
M100 - Standard mechanism 

No arms 
High back 
M60 - Standard mechanism 

Fixed arms 
M100A - Standard mechanism 

Fixed arms 
Medium back 
M20A - Standard mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
M100HA - Standard mechanism 

Draughtsman chair 
Medium back 
M20D - Standard mechanism 
 

Fixed arms 
High back 
M60A - Standard mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
Medium back 
M20HA - Standard mechanism 

Visitors Chair  
M100V - No Arms 

Height adjustable arms 
High back 
M60HA - Standard mechanism 

Visitors Chair  
M100VA - Fixed Arms 

Mercury operator chairs feature 
a contoured seat and backrest. 
Their comprehensive suite of 
functional controls and options 
provide comfort and support 
during prolonged periods of 
seated work. 

MERCURY MERCURY MESH
The addition of a stylish, height 
adjustable mesh back to  
our successful Mercury family  
gives a modern, fresh aesthetic  
to the range. 

Mercury Mesh is available as a  
task chair and cantilever visitor  
chair, both with a choice of arms, 

echani  and a e fini he



COMPENDIUM 215214 Task Seating

The rangeThe range

No arms 
High back, larger seat width 
M60XL - Standard mechanism 

No arms 
High back, larger seat width 
OX81 - Synchronised mechanism 

Fixed arms 
High back, larger seat width 
M60XLA - Standard mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
High back, larger seat width 
OX81HA - Synchronised mechanism 

Height adjustable  arms 
High back, larger seat width 
M60XLHA - Standard mechanism 

Fold down arms 
High back, larger seat width 
OX81FDA - Synchronised mechanism 

Mercury XL task chairs are  
built with contoured seats  
and backrests to provide high 
levels of comfort and support 
during prolonged seated periods. 
Mercury XL is easy to adjust  
and includes a one touch back  
height adjustment and options 
including backrest heights,  
tilt actions and arm options.

MERCURY XL OPUS XTRA
Opus Xtra task chair range offers 
contoured seat and back cushions 
to provide excellent ergonomic 
comfort. Opus Xtra features seat 
depth adjustment and adjustable 
lumbar support, synchronised  
tilt action with a multi-position 
back lock, and the option  
of fully adjustable fold down arms 
that allows easy access to the 
workstation.



COMPENDIUM 217216 Task Seating

The range The range

No arms 
Medium back 
PT30 - Standard mechanism 

Fixed arms 
Medium back 
PT30A - Standard mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
Medium back 
PT30HA - Standard mechanism 

No arms 
High back 
PT70 - Standard mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
High back 
PT70HA - Standard mechanism 

Fixed arms 
High back 
PT70A - Standard mechanism 

Draughtsman chair 
Medium back 
PT30D - Standard mechanism 
 

No arms 
High back 
PP80 - Synchronised mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
High back 
PP80HA - Synchronised mechanism 

Fold down arms 
High back 
PP80FDA - Synchronised mechanism 

Pluto offers a clean linear aesthetic 
and user friendly adjustments to 
provide the optimum blend of style 
and functionality required for the 
o fice en i on ent  

The fully upholstered task seating 
range provides a host of options  
to choose from including a choice 
of back height, two arm options 
and a seat slide to ensure a 
comfortable sit throughout the 
working day.

PLUTO
Pluto Plus is designed to deal with 
demanding work environments. 
A fully synchronised mechanism 
allows the seat to be frequently 
and ea ily econfi ed witho t 
compromising comfort. 

Available with tilt action and arm 
options, Pluto Plus can be tailored 
to meet your exact requirements.

PLUTO PLUS



COMPENDIUM 219218 Task Seating

SOMETHING  
FOR EVERY BODY.

Headrest 
The addition of an adjustable 

headrest supports the user in reclined 
positions, relieving stress within the 

neck muscles.

Fold Down Arms 
Fully adjustable fold down arms allow 

easy access to the workstation.

Inflatable Lumbar & Thorax 
By using the pneumatic pump the 

l a  o  tho a  can e in ated o  
de ated a  e i ed

90Series 100Series 100Series 200Series 300Series

AirTech Seat Board 
A push of the button allows air to 
ow th o h the two way al e  thi  

enables the seat to move as you move 
and moulds to your natural shape.

Seat Slide 
A sliding seat adapts to different thigh 
lengths, allowing the user to optimise 

their own comfort and support.



COMPENDIUM 221220 Task Seating

The range The range

Fold down arms 
OC97FDA - Independent mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
OC97HA - Independent mechanism 

No arms 
OC97 - Independent mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
OC117HA - Independent mechanism 

No arms 
OC117 - Independent mechanism 

Height adjustable arms
OC107HA - Independent mechanism 

Fold down arms
OC107FDA - Independent mechanism 

No arms
OC107 - Independent mechanism 

Fold down arms 
OC117FDA - Independent mechanism 

The 90Series is the original 
model of Orthopaedica, built with 
a contoured seat and backrest;  
it provides high levels of support  
 during prolonged sitting periods.  
Orthopaedica can be further 
enhanced with the addition of 
optional features including: seat 
de th ad t ent  in ata le 
lumbar and thoracic supports and 
a choice of arm options.

ORTHOPAEDICA ORTHOPAEDICA
90Series

The Orthopaedica 100Series 
offers a wider back for  
a more encompassing sit.  
The upholstered outer back 
creates a softer aesthetic and  
can e ecified in two tone 
fabric to create a unique look.

100Series



COMPENDIUM 223222 Task Seating

The range The range

Fold down arms 
OC307FDA - Independent mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
OC307HA - Independent mechanism 

No arms 
OC307 - Independent mechanism 

Fold down arms 
OC207FDA - Independent mechanism 

Height adjustable arms 
OC207HA - Independent mechanism 

No arms 
OC207 - Independent mechanism 

200Series

Every individual is unique in their 
proportions, which is why we 
developed a range of back heights 
within the Orthopaedica range. 
The mid back variation  
is built with a laminated core; the 
200Series is available with an 
upholstered outer and inner back.

The expansion of the Orthopaedica 
range has led to the creation of 
the ultra high back, to offer the 
ultimate in support and comfort. 
Developed with a laminated core 
structure for additional strength, 
the 300Series features a fully 
upholstered back.

300Series

ORTHOPAEDICA ORTHOPAEDICA



COMPENDIUM 225224 Multi-purpose

Side chair 
4 Leg frame 
MY10 - Non-upholstered Plastic 

Side chair 
Wire frame 
MY20 - Non-upholstered Plastic 

Side chair 
Pyramid base 
MY40 - Non-upholstered Plastic 

Side chair 
5 Star base 
MY50 - Non-upholstered Plastic 

Side chair 
4 Star base 
MY30 Non-upholstered Plastic 

The range

MINDY
Mindy is a range of simple and 
functional multi-purpose seating. 
Minimal in design the collection 
shares an identical shell structure 
with the option of an upholstered 
seat pad. 

Mindy can be tailored to almost 
any space thanks to the variety of 

a e and fini h o tion  a aila le   



COMPENDIUM 227226 Multi-purpose

The range The range

4 Leg frame 
No arms 
KS2 - Plastic back, upholstered seat 

4 Leg frame 
No arms 
KS3 - Fully upholstered 

4 Leg frame 
With arms 
KS2A - Plastic back, upholstered seat 

4 Leg frame 
With arms 
KS3A - Fully upholstered 

Cantilever 
No arms 
KS5 - Plastic back, upholstered seat 

Cantilever 
No arms 
KS6 - Fully upholstered 

Cantilever 
With arms 
KS5A - Plastic back, upholstered seat 

Cantilever 
With arms 
KS6A - Fully upholstered 

4 Leg frame 
No arms 
KM8 - Upholstered seat 

4 Leg frame 
With arms 
KM8A - Upholstered seat 

Cantilever frame 
No arms 
KM10 - Upholstered seat 

Cantilever frame 
With arms 
KM10A - Upholstered seat 

Kyos epitomises the concept  
that good design does not mean 
a high cost. With a breathable 
back and different frame options 
Kyos is  a universal multi-purpose 
seating range.  
 
Kyos chairs can be stacked up 
to four high and a trolley can be 
provided for easy transportation, 
an optional writing tablet and 
linking device makes Kyos suitable 
for educational requirements, 
conference and meeting rooms.

KYOS
Kyos Mesh is a refreshing  
new addition to the Kyos range. 
Developed with a collection  
of breathable mesh back colour 
options to choose from, two  
frame options and, available  
with or without arms.  
 
Kyos Mesh is a versatile chair  
that can be customised to suit  
a variety of environments 
including educational, meeting 
and hospitality areas.

KYOS MESH



COMPENDIUM 229228 Multi-purpose

The range The range

2 Unit seat 
PLU-SS - No arms 
PLU-ASSA - With arms 

4 Unit seat 
PLU-SSSS - 4 unit seat 
PLU-ASSSSA - With arms 

3 Unit seat 
PLU-SSS - No arms 
PLU-ASSSA - With arms 

4 Leg frame 
No arms 
PL2 - Plastic back & upholstered seat 

4 Leg frame 
No arms 
PL1 - Plastic back & seat 

4 Leg frame 
With arms 
PL1A - Plastic back & seat 

4 Leg frame 
With arms 
PL2A - Plastic back & upholstered seat 

4 Leg frame 
No arms 
PL4 - Wood back & upholstered seat 

4 Leg frame 
With arms 
PL4A - Wood back & upholstered seat 

4 Leg frame 
No arms 
PL3 - Wood back & seat 

4 Leg frame 
With arms 
PL3A - Wood back & seat 

PILA
Pila is a versatile range of  
multi-purpose seating with strong 
design features, comprising 
both lightweight practicality 
and functional simplicity that 
will fit with confidence into any 
environment. 

The writing tablet and linking 
options make Pila entirely suitable 
for learning requirements, 
conference and meeting rooms. 
Pila can be stacked up to 4 high 
meaning easy transportation  
and storage.

PILA BEAM
Upholstered

Pila Beam is a versatile seating 
system with strong design 
features, comprising of functional 

i licity that will fit with 
confidence into any co o ate o  
public waiting areas, healthcare 
or learning environments. 

Pila Beam is built with a four leg 
frame and can be customised  
in a an e eatin  confi ation  
with or without arms and  
an o tion o  oo  fi in  le



COMPENDIUM 231230 Multi-purpose

The range

Light work chair 
CP50A - With arms 

Light work chair 
CP50 - No arms 

COOPER
Cooper is the latest addition 
to the Torasen multi-purpose 
seating portfolio. With more 
time being spent away from the 
traditional desk, the demand for 
light work seating has increased. 

Cooper provides diversity, without 
compromising cost, performance 
or build. It is designed with 
contoured upholstery and curved 
lines for added comfort. 



COMPENDIUM 233232 Soft Seating

Lounge chair 
HRB10 - Wire frame 

Lounge chair 
HRB20 - Solid Ash 4 leg frame 

Lounge chair 
HRB30 - 4 Star base 

Lounge chair 
HRB40 - Pyramid base 

The range

2 Seat sofa 
HRB60 - Wire frame 

2 Seat sofa 
HRB70 - 4 Leg solid Ash frame 

Low stool 
HRB80 - 4 Star base 

Low stool 
HRB90 - Pyramid base 

The range

HERBIE HERBIE
Herbie is a perfect style 
statement for reception, working 
environment or breakout area.  
 
Herbie is available with a choice of 
frames. The sculptured seat and 
back offers support and comfort. 

Herbie is a perfect style 
statement for reception, working 
environment or breakout area.  
 
Herbie is available with a choice of 
frames. The sculptured seat and 
back offers support and comfort. 



COMPENDIUM 235234 Soft Seating

Side chair 
CLR10 - 4 Leg frame 

Side chair 
CLR20 - 4 Leg frame on castors 

Side chair 
CLR40 - Pyramid base 

Side chair 
CLR60 - Solid Beech 4 leg frame 

The range

Side chair 
CLR50 - 5 Star base 

Side chair 
CLR30 - 4 Star base 

Clara is a stylish mid lounge chair 
designed to provide comfort and 
style for contemporary cafe, 
corporate and breakout areas. 
Clara offers a choice of frame to 
suit any environment.

CLARA



COMPENDIUM 237236 Collections

Single seat 
ELG01 

Double seat 
ELG02 

Three seat 
ELG03 

ELEGANCE

The range

Four seat booth 
ELG14 

Two seat booth 
ELG12 

WORKING TOGETHER

The scalloped cable access at 
the back of the integrated work 

surfaces allows integral routing for 
cables to optional power outlets 

positioned below.

The integrated work surface 
provides a convenient place to 

touchdown and work, constructed 
of 25mm MFC the table top can be 

ecified in a choice o   fini he

To discreetly connect cables from 
the ace down to the oo  with 

causing visual distraction the booths 
intermediate panel features a fabric 

cable management pocket.

The workplace is evolving in the way 
people work and the technology 
that we work with. Elegance bridges  
the gaps with the demands of the 
workplace creating a space within 
a space.  

The Elegance booth creates a 
unique and comfortable place for 
people to work, collaborate and 
breakaway from the formal desk 
space. 

Easily installed in to any 
environment, the high back 
structure creates an acoustic 
barrier that can help eliminate 
distractions from the surrounding 
areas, for an uninterrupted work 
space.  
 

The simple crisp styling of the 
high back Elegance sofa group 
has been developed to respond to 
the growing demand for this type 
of seating in the workplace.



COMPENDIUM 239238 Collections

One person booth 
FCB01 

Two person booth 
FCB02 

Three person booth 
FCB03 

The range

Light work chair 
CP50A - With arms 

Light work chair 
CP50 - No arms 

FOCUS BOOTH
he o en o fice ha  deli e ed 
any enefit  howe e  the e  

is a need for privacy within  
the workplace environment.  
Focus Booths o ide a defined 
space for individual focused 
work and spaces for team 
collaboration. 

he ace e ficient eo et ic 
design also enhances the acoustic 
performance of the product.



COMPENDIUM 241240 Desking & Tables

FREEWAY
In-line and bench

2 person bench - Back to back 

4 person bench - Back to back 

6 person bench - Back to back 

1 person desk - Standalone 

2 person desk - In-line 

3 person desk - In-line 

MFC Desk FBCS16-1
Cable Basket FBBA16  
Cable Spine FBCCM   

Fabric Screens FBFU16
Monitor Arm       MON1
Pedestal CONMP  

MFC Desk FBCD16-2
Cable Basket FBDBA16  
Cable Spine FBCCM  

MFC Desk FBCD16-4
Cable Basket FBDBA16  
Cable Spine FBCCM  

MFC Desk FBCD16-6
Cable Basket FBDBA16  
Cable Spine FBCCM  

Fabric Screens FBFU16
Monitor Arm       MON1
Pedestal CONMP  

Fabric Screens FBFU16
Monitor Arm       MON1
Pedestal CONMP  

Fabric Screens FBFU16
Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

MFC Desk FBCS16-2
Cable Basket FBBA16  
Cable Spine FBCCM   

MFC Desk FBCS16-3
Cable Basket FBBA16  
Cable Spine FBCCM   

Fabric Screens FBFU16
Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

Fabric Screens FBFU16
Monitor Arm       MON1
Pedestal CONMP  



COMPENDIUM 243242 Desking & Tables

FREEWAY

1 person desk - Standalone 

2 person desk - In-line 

3 person desk - In-line 

2 person bench - Back to back 

6 person bench - Back to back 

MFC Desk FBAE1608
Cable Tray FBACT16 
Cable Riser FBAVCM    

Fabric Screens FBUS0416
Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

MFC Desk FBAEB1616
Cable Tray FBACT16  
Cable Riser FBABVCM   

Fabric Screens FBUSHA0616
Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

MFC Desk FBAE1608
Cable Tray FBACT16 
Cable Riser FBAVCM    
Inline desk divider FBAEDLINK    

MFC Desk FBAE1608
Cable Tray FBACT16 
Cable Riser FBAVCM    
Inline desk divider FBAEDLINK    

Fabric Screens FBUS0416
Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

Fabric Screens FBUS0416
Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

MFC Desk FBAEB1616
Cable Tray FBACT16  
Cable Riser FBABVCM    
Inline desk divider FBAEBLINK    

Fabric Screens FBUSHA0616
Monitor Arm       MON1
Pedestal CONMP  

MFC Desk FBAEB1616
Cable Tray FBACT16  
Cable Riser FBABVCM    
Inline desk divider FBAEBLINK    

Fabric Screens FBUSHA0616
Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

4 person bench - Back to back 

Electric Height adjustable in-line and bench



COMPENDIUM 245244 Desking & Tables

FREEWAY
Tables

800 depth table

FB1208MT 1200mm W 
FB1408MT 1400mm W 

FB1608MT 1600mm W 

FB1808MT 1800mm W 

1650 depth table

FB1216MT 1200mm W 

FB1416MT 1400mm W 
FB1616MT 1600mm W 
FB1816MT 1800mm W 

1650 depth table

FB2416MT 2400mm W 
FB2816MT 2800mm W 

FB3216MT 3200mm W 

FB3616MT 3600mm W 



COMPENDIUM 247246 Desking & Tables

ASPEN

Single Wave Desk - Cantilever Single Wave Desk - Panel end 

MFC Desk ASSW16
Fabric Screens S160

MFC Desk ASPW16
Fabric Screens S160

Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

Rectangular Desk - Cantilever Rectangular Desk - Panel end 

MFC Desk AS16
Fabric Screens S160

MFC Desk ASP16
Fabric Screens S160

Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

Radial Desk - Cantilever Radial Desk - Panel end 

MFC Desk ASRS16
Fabric Screens S160

MFC Desk ASPRS16
Fabric Screens S160

Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  

Monitor Arm       MON1 
Pedestal CONMP  



COMPENDIUM 249248 Storage

OPEN STORAGE

Bookcase 
ASBC8 - 1 Shelf supplied 

Bookcase 
ASSU16 - 3 Shelves supplied 

Bookcase 
ASSU20 - 4 Shelves supplied 

Side opening tambour 
ASST7 - No shelf supplied 

Side opening tambour 
ASST16 - 1 Shelf supplied 

Side opening tambour 
ASST20 - 1 Shelf supplied 

Double door cupboard 
ASDR20 - 1 Shelf supplied 

Double door cupboard 
ASDR7 - No shelf supplied 

Double door cupboard 
ASDR16 - 1 Shelf supplied 



COMPENDIUM 251250 Storage

PEDESTALS

Mobile pedestal 
ASMP3 - 430W x 575D x 565H 

Mobile pedestal 
ASMP2 - 430W x 575D x 565H 

Desk high pedestal 
CONDH8 - 430W x 800D x 730H 

Narrow steel mobile 
METNP -310W x 565D x 563H 

Desk high pedestal 
CONDH6 - 430W x 600D x 730H 

Tall steel mobile 
METMP - 391W x 565D x 305H 

Mobile pedestal 
CONMP - 430W x 575D x 631H 



COMPENDIUM 253252 Storage

UNIVERSAL UNITS

Tambour corner unit 
CST8 - 800W x 800D x 730H 

Open corner unit 
CS6 - 600W x 600D x 730H 

ide file  
SF10 - 1000W x 500D x 730H 

Pedestal storage top 
PCT8 - 430W x 800D x 425H 
*Does not include pedestal.  
To be used with CONDH8 or DH8 only.

Filing cabinet 
2DFC - 474W x 600D x 730H 

Filing cabinet 
4DFC - 474W x 600D x 1365H 

Desk high pedestal 
CONDH8 - 430W x 800D x 730H 



We believe in design that improves the lives of our customers. 

Design with a purpose.

GREAT

DESIGN
LASTS FOREVER



FIELD INTERIORS LIMITED
6A Melbourn Street 
Royston 
Hertfordshire 
SG8 7BZ

T: 01763 243 347 
E: sales@fieldinteriors.com

www.fieldinteriors.com
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